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Your Soul Knows The Answer
Meditation & Workbook



I'm so glad that you downloaded this guide! I hope that it helps you receive sought-after
insights and connect more deeply with your innate wisdom and the truth of who you are. 

Just a note that I recorded this meditation a while back and have since changed my
terminology from "future Self" and "essential Self" to "soul", "inner guide", and "true Self".
These terms are all pretty synonymous, and I've sprinkled some of the latter into this guide.
When you listen to the meditation, feel free to mentally swap out "future Self" for whichever
term most resonates with you.

Anyway...I'm a spiritual life coach + mentor who helps clients overcome their tendency to
settle, play small, and people-please so that they can reclaim agency over their lives, make
decisions with ease, and create more peace, fulfillment, and purpose in their worlds. And, the
clients I attract are committed to getting intimate with their souls and BEcoming who they
need to become in order to live their most extraordinary, soul-aligned, and deeply inspired
lives. This meditation and guide offers a small taste of just one of the ways that I help clients
connect with their inner guides and receive answers to their bigger questions.

I've been on this journey since 1996, when I barely survived a suicide attempt. If you'd like to
gain some powerful, free tools to help you change your life, or if you'd like to learn more
about how I changed mine, please visit my website!

Hi, I'm Kristi!
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Set your intention.
The meditation and reflection will be more potent if you first spend some

time reflecting on your intention. So, please complete the two prompts on

the next page before doing the meditation.

Get Your Soul-Aligned Answer

HOW IT WORKS
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Reflect on what arose.
Following the meditation are prompts. Try allowing your pen to flow

freely  instead of using your mind to come up with the answers, and don't

censor or over-think anything that wants to be expressed. Let's begin!

NOTES
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Do the meditation.
Get comfortable in any position that you can maintain for 15 minutes.

You'll begin by taking a few deep breaths to get grounded, followed by

doing a tension-releasing body scan, connecting with your third eye, and

being guided through some imagery. 
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INTENTION-SETTING

Frame Your Question
Q What do I want to learn from my inner guide, my soul?

USE THIS SPACE TO EXPLORE WHAT YOU'D LIKE TO LEARN
FROM YOUR SOUL, YOUR INNER GUIDE. IT CAN BE

EXISTENTIAL OR SOMETHING MORE TANGIBLE.  IF YOU'D
RATHER MEDITATE ON SOMETHING ELSE,  WRITE IT HERE.

NOW, CLICK HERE  TO LISTEN TO THE MEDITATION.
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What did your future Self share with you? 01

What parting gift did your Future Self give you? 02

Journaling Prompts 

WHAT CAME UP?
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Is the path that you're currently on seem aligned with
what you witnessed about your future Self? If it's not, do
you feel called to make any changes so that it is? 
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Did you gain clarity on anything that's been eluding you?
What additional insights would you like?
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Are you holding onto anything that's no longer serving
you? How might you release it? (Two of my favorite
options: burn and release or EFT/tapping...google it!)
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What takeaways did you receive from this exercise? Is
there anything for you to action of further explore? 
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"You will never be
able to escape from
your heart, so it is
better to listen to

what it has to say." 
 

-Paulo Cohelo, The Alchemist

Inspiration

Inspiration
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Want more?

CALIBRATE YOUR
BODY COMPASS

Access your innate wisdom...through your body! I've created a FREE ebook that details three of my

favorite exercises to "get answers" from my body and included an audio version of one of them.

These are powerful tools, so I do hope that you'll check out this offering. Thank you!

LEARN MORE
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